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ABSTRACT

At the end of the last century, there was much talk about a future clash of civilisations, replacing the Cold War confrontation. However, the development of events in the early 21st century has turned the focus upon the clash within one of the largest civilisations of the World: Islam and the Muslim countries. The outcome of the political violence from the civil wars and Salafist terrorism is deaths and casualties beyond imagination. Why cannot the Moslem countries regulate their religious tensions – Sunni-Shia, Salafist jihadism – through institutional innovation, allowing for peaceful settlement and the rule of law?
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1. INTRODUCTION

The ongoing political violence in the Muslim civilization, involving huge numbers of death and casualties as well as destruction of capital and facilities including historical sites, calls for an analysis. How to understand the immense clashes and growing tensions within this civilization? Comparatively speaking, one finds nothing similar in the other civilisations of the world today, like e.g. Latin America, North America, the Hindu-Buddhist civilisation, etc.

In the Arab civilisation, making up some 1/3 of the total population of Muslims, the tension between the two major religious groups, the Sunnis and the Shias, has a long history, starting at the death of the Mohammed in 632 after Christ. This clash goes under the name of “fitna”, with many fitnas during the history of Islam. To the Sunni-Shia clash, one must add the new terrorism that is labelled jihadism, never before taking on such a size. The question one must pose today is why these two tensions in Islam have turned so lethal? The reply, I suggest, is to be found in the complete lack of a law tradition that comprises principles and institutions inherent in the concept of the rule of law. This makes constitutional solutions, or negotiated deals, ineffective as means for regulating severe conflicts.

Is life worth living in some parts of several Muslim countries? Civilians suffer in Syria, Iraq, Afghanistan, Pakistan, Bangladesh, Egypt, Libya, Northern Nigeria, Mali, etc. The immense numbers of deaths and wounded form political violence in these countries constitute an enormous drag upon the Muslim civilisation in the age of globalisation with its strong commitment to the rule of law idea. And the future appears bleak, what concerns these two fitnas, the Sunni-Shia clash and the jihadist onslaught. The tensions within the Moslem
civilisation is larger than the clash between Islam and the other civilisations, including the confrontation with Jewish Israel. Why, then, is conflict so lethal within Islam?

2. PRESENT TURBULENCE IN ISLAM

The Islamic civilisation harbours more than 1 million Muslims. They are concentrated in northern Africa, the Middle East, Central and South Asia as well as Indonesia. It has been underlined that the emigration of Muslims to Western countries recently has made Islam “global” (Roy, 2000). In several of the central Muslim countries – Algeria, Libya, Egypt, Lebanon, Syria, Iraq, Afghanistan, Pakistan, Bangladesh and Indonesia as well as Nigeria, Mali, Sudan and South Sudan and Ethiopia – we encounter political violence. Several of these countries have actually experienced massive amount of political violence, resulting in an enormous human toll as well as material damage.

The surge in political violence in the Muslim civilisation is a rather recent phenomenon, as the number of deaths from domestic violence has increased dramatically the last decade or two. The Algerian civil war took at least 100 000 lives and the Syrian civil war bypasses by far that number, which is also probably true of the civil wars in Iraq and Afghanistan. The number of casualties is large in several countries like Egypt, Lebanon, Nigeria and Turkey. The material destruction is widespread in Syria, Afghanistan and Sudan and Mali.

Now, the massive political violence in several of the Muslim countries has multiple causes or reasons without doubt. First, there occur ethnic cleavages. Second, there is the long time struggle over the nature of the regime: dictatorship or democracy. Finally, last but not least there are the clashes between the sects and the religious groups.

Here, I will concentrate upon the religious cleavages in Muslim societies today, asking: Why does the clash between religious groups and sects often take the expression of political violence involving deaths, casualties and destruction of material assets?

It is true that the struggles within Muslim countries comprise much more than the religious clashes between Sunnis and Shias as well as the Jihadists. Besides ethnic cleavages, there is also the search for democracy and human rights. The various conflicts become nested so much that they are not always easily disentangled. However, here I concentrate upon the religious clashes, which really date back to the death of the Prophet, 623 after Christ.

3. THE KORAN AND ITS INTERPRETATIONS IN ISLAM

Comparing religious tensions within the present civilisations of the world, one observes that the situation with Islamic countries is abnormal. Neither the Christian nor the Buddhist civilisations know something similar. It is true that there occurs fundamentalist inspired political violence in the Jewish and Hindu civilisations, but the scale is entirely different.

Yet, one can certainly advance such a simplistic idea that the religion of Mohammed, as propagated in the Koran, is more violent than the other world religions. One only has to bear in mind the enormous fighting within Christianity between Catholics and Protestants or the struggles between sects in Hinduism to recognize that there is nothing especially prone to conflict about the Koran. It is the interpretations of the text and the social practices based upon these interpretations that count.

Over the history of Islam, the Koran has received different interpretations. Actually, the text war put together long after the death of the prophet and there exist competing collections
of verses – the basic unit of the Koran. Whether the verses constitute the words of God has been a contentious issue with this religion, resulting in political violence in the 9th century. Although this position is generally regarded as blasphemy today, it is undeniable that the spread between the Salafist on the one hand and the rational interpretations on the other hand is large, to say the least.

This implies strictly the question of scepticism: How to identify the “correct” interpretation of the Koran? It leads to crucial questions about legal and political authority in the Muslim civilisation. One way out of the dilemma of widely different interpretations of a key religious text that attempts to establish the norms of society is to have some form of authority lay down the “correct” interpretation and then proceed to enforce it by all kinds of means. The close connection between religious dogma and political power became one of the hallmarks of Islam, as it never established an independent church, like Christianity. It was up to the successor of the prophet to maintain religious order and uphold its stated norms in society. Thus, the question of interpretation of the Koran became intimately linked with the successor problem: Who is to be the caliph or the imam? All this got even more confusing, as the Muslim community early divided into two major groups, harbouring entirely different ideas about rulership in Islam.

The problem of interpretation received an early and, as it was thought, final solution with the fiqh: Islamic jurisprudence would codify what Islam stands for in a set of precepts that could not be denied nor neglected. However, this legalistic approach though highly influential upon later development after 800-900, did not succeed in arriving at consensus. Thus, there are 4 schools of jurisprudence within Sunni and another school within Shia. Their differences reflect the basic fact about a lack of underlying consensus in the Islamic civilisation, as Sunni schools differ from the Shia school and the Sunni schools differ among themselves as to doctrine and dogmas.

Islam does not contain like Christianity or the religions of India a much elaborated theology. The core of Islam is the set of 5 duties, nothing more. When they are respected, the believer will receive the salvation. This minimalist approach leaves much open to disagreement. And diversity of opinion on religious matters has become typical of Islam. One may ask why this diversity today is conducive to so much political violence within this civilisation, as religious tensions have subsided in the other civilisations of the world?

4. ON THE NATURE OF CONFLICTS

It is true that there exist sharp differences between the typical Sunni creed and Iranian Shiism. They range over a number of aspects of Islam besides the principal solution to the successor question, such as:

i) Division of public and private;
ii) Division of mundane and sacred;
iii) Acceptance of modernisation.

It holds generally that average Sunnis tend to be more pragmatic than the average Shia in Iran. Thus, modernisation, secularism, the market economy and democracy is more supported in Sunni majority countries than in Iran, although this may only be a result of the that the theocracy in Tehran does not allow free and fair elections. This stylised picture of the Sunni countries as more moderate than the Shia ones is nothing but a simplification that hides complexity of religious opinions.
The Muslim civilisation holds a carpet of religious diversity where many groups are involved with a bewildering system of beliefs - Just to mention a few:

a) There are at least four kinds of Shiism: twelvers in Iran and Syria, seveners in Lebanon, Syria and India, fivers in Oman as well as the many Shites in Turkey;
b) Muslim brotherhood belongs under Sunni;
c) Sunni harbours both Salafism and Islamic rationality.

This is not the place to sketch the evolution of these tensions between various sects, as it covers the entire history of Islam, both Arab Islam and non-Arab Islam. Instead one must pose the question: Why do differences in religious creed result in acts of political violence. The same question may of course be posed to Christianity and the religions of India.

Religious cleavages are conducive to violence when they concern the distribution of valuable assets in scare supply. The control of these real assets – money, power, taxes, premises, land – is what human beings ultimately fight about, when the conflicts are not solvable through negotiation. Religious creed is a tool for exercising power over human beings, which is why people with different creeds collide when they happen to share the same territory and the same community. It is true that religious emotions may give the conflict between religious groups a special fervour and intransigence, but what is decisive is the access to the control over human beings.

The crucial question in religious conquests or reconquistas is which religious group controls the territory, the political power and the economic resources – Cujus religio, ejus regio, as the Protestants expressed it. The history of Islam is a long succession of power changes, often linked with groups colliding due to differences in creed. The more they collide on the basis of theology, the more vital it becomes to exercise control.

Issue in religious theology can only be resolved by argument, if ever. The most difficult questions that religious groups pose and answer differently concern matters that are metaphysical, such as:

- Is God one or three?
- Could Jesus be the son of both Joseph and God?
- Whom did Mohammed leave power to: his tribe or just his gender Ali?
- Is jihad a religious duty for all Moslems?
- Is Buddha a God or the God?
- Is Krishna really the incarnation of Vishnu?
- Can people receive luck by means of bhakti?

The list above about the mysteries in religion could be made much, much longer. It is all a matter about creed, or religious belief, not reason, or deductive or inductive argument. When people disagree about the answer to such metaphysical questions, they can employ the sword to find a speedy but always temporary solution, like Alexander at Gordon. But conflict cannot settle the matter, only offering a most short lived “solution”. However, resort to the sword gives access to the real assets that people collide about: power, prestige, money, land, etc.

Religious purity is no doubt essential to some people with strong religious creed. However, it is one thing for these people to be able and have the right to practice this purity, and quite another matter to attempt to impose it upon other people with different minds.
5. THE PRESENT CONFLICTS IN MUSLIM COUNTRIES

In this article, I will concentrate upon two conflicts in Muslim civilisation, namely Sunni against Shia and the Muslim Brotherhood against Sunni and Shia. This simplification excludes several other conflicts that all have an ethnic element involved, such as the Kurdish struggles on various fronts, the clashes in North-western China, the conflicts between Jews or Christians and Moslems, etc. The struggle between Sunni and Shia started with the death of the prophet: Why is it seemingly unresolvable, resulting in so much political violence still today? The rise of the Muslim Brotherhood is an event in the 20th century: What is its rationale in the globalised 21rst century?

The Sunni-Shia tension is to be found in the Syrian civil war, the struggle in Iraq and in Bahrain, in the tension between the Gulf monarchies and Iran. The emergence of the Muslim Brotherhood as a major political force has occurred in Algeria, Egypt, Palestine, Syria, Iraq and Afghanistan. The centuries’ long conflict between Sunni and Shia shows that only tolerance can work in the Muslim civilisation. This leads us to the question: Why not endorse the rationalism and lack of bigotry with Averroes, or Ibn Rhusd? The strong support for Muslim brotherhood is based upon a new and false interpretation or The Koran, which entail that there is somehow one and only one “correct” or “original” interpretation that must be institutionalised in state and society.

6. TOLERANCE AND RATIONALISM IN MUSLIM CIVILISATION

For an external observer, the tension between Sunnis and Shias appears like a relic from the past. Why can these two Muslim beliefs not co-exist? Since the ideas of the caliphate or the imam are long out of date, Muslim countries having some form of modern constitution with presidentialism or constitutional monarchy, a Muslim country can honour religious tolerance, especially among its own Koranic community.

During the so-called golden period of Islam during the medieval ages when there was great diversity of opinion, a solution to the question of reconciling faith with reason was formulated that could have befitted Islam much, if it has been widely endorsed, leading to religious tolerance.

7. REASON AND FAITH: Averroes' “Double Truth”

The rise and growing strength of Muslim fundamentalism in an age of globalisation, modern economics and the triumph of the natural sciences is enigmatic. It is widely believed that Islam is somehow responsible for this global paradox, but it would be a fatal mistake to equate the religion of Islam, one of the three great monotheistic traditions, with unreason.

All the world religions have had to take a stand on the relationship between reason and faith: How to handle any conflict between the two? And all the great religions of the world today have devised a modus Vivendi between reason and faith, except Islamic fundamentalism. This is all the more astonishing as Islam was the first of the major religions to work out a tenable solution of how to respect faith while fully employing the faculty of reason and observation. Before Christianity came up with various solutions to this fundamental problem – with Thomas ab Aquino, John Locke and Baruch Spinoza – there was the theory offered by Ibn Rushd or Averroes. It makes him the greatest of medieval philosophers.
The Decisive Treatise sums up the entire debate about reason and faith in the Moslem civilisation with the emerging schools of philosophy and jurisprudence since the Koran was codified around 700 after Christ. Drawing upon the various contributions by *inter alia* Farabi, Avicenna and Ghazali as well as many other more like the Azelites, Averroes formulates his position in a few arguments. Thus, we have:

1. The Law or the Book of God (*The Koran*) obliges the believers to study;
2. Any study must make use of logic, which is the best tool of reasoning;
3. Logic is connected with philosophy, studying both theoretical and practical subjects;
4. A Muslim cannot abstain from either logic or philosophy, as the Book of God commands their study;
5. There can be no contradiction between the message of the Book of God and the truth as stated by logic and philosophy, as any statement of faith that is opposed to truth must be interpreted allegorically;
6. The verses in the Book of God can be interpreted literally or allegorically;
7. When it comes to allegorical interpretations of the verses, one cannot expect much consensus.
8. Thus, the reading of the Book of God is compatible with freedom of interpretation, except when there is unanimity among believers.
9. What hold for theoretical issues is also true for practical matters, like the governing of the *Ummah* by law and rational jurisprudence.

Muslims, thus, have to live with two meanings of the Book of God, the literal and the allegorical. So is the case with Jews and Christians, as stated much later by Spinoza. The only conclusion of the predicament of faith and reason is religious tolerance, as with Locke' *Letter on Tolerance* (1699).

The search for true Islam, as with the *Salafists*, or the Islamisation of state and society, as with the *djihadists*, is a meaningless effort. It has very negative consequences for the Muslim civilisation, resulting in endless political violence and the deaths of innocent civilians.

The Koran like the "*Sainte Bible*" contains beautiful tales, which when not in accordance with scientific reason can only be told in their literal meaning as exactly that: stories, as first emphasize by Spinoza in Tractatus Teologico Politicus (1677). Yet, the first philosopher to realise the double truth – faith and reason – was none other than Averroes from Marrakech.

8. THE MUSLIM BROTHERHOOD: One Islam – Many Islams

The basic change in Muslim belief in the 20th century is the emergence of the idea that there is somehow ONE Islam that can practised one hundred per cent in all aspects of life. When combined with the Salafist approach to the Koran, the chief approach of Muslim Brotherhood appears, namely that idea that only Islam as practised in the 7th century by the prophet and his close followers is the “correct” Islam.

The *Salafism* of Ibn Taymiyya glorified the past of Islam, but the golden period of the Islamic civilisation did not take place in early Arabia with its tribal practices and life style. Instead, Islam flourished around the lifetime of Taymiyya and up to the Renaissance in all areas of social life: medicine, astronomy, mathematics, philosophy, trade, art, etc. Thus, one arrives at the always posed question: Why did the Islamic civilisation decline while the European advanced?
The fundamentalist answer to this central question about the evolution of Islamic civilisation is to look backward, which is of course impossible in the period of globalisation when civilisations are more one then ever and interacting daily in various forms. The Muslim Brotherhood adds control and force to the Salafist ideals. The people of Islam – Ummah – is to be kept in a state and society, completely dominated by the ideal of ancient Islam, as if there really existed ONE Islam. The concept of *djihad* receives with the MB a new interpretation as legitimate violence for creating a true Muslim society. “Political Islam” turns Salafism into a totalitarian political philosophy with terrorism implications. It has been said about the founder of the MB, al-Banna, that he wanted to restore the caliphate that had fallen in 1924 in Istanbul. However, the MB soon developed a much more radical and comprehensive call for change of state procedures and social practices: Islamisation writ large. The main theoreticians of modern Islamic fundamentalism – Mawdudi, Qutb and Faraj – did not envisage to create a tribal surrounding for the Ummah. Instead, they outlined a utopia for a future Islamic state controlling a society structured in accordance with the harshest form of Islamic Law, viz. The Hanbalite interpretation of Sharia, as it exists in Saudi Arabia for instance, although the MB does not accept the figure of Wahab and his interpretation of Islam, as no one can come between the prophet and his community.

The Islamic doctrine of the MB is based on one possible interpretation of the Koran as well as one selection of customs from the *Hadith* of the Sunna. In the history of Islam, there have been many interpretations of the Koran. Why would the interpretation of the MB be the “correct” one? There exists no criterion for selecting the “correct” practices in the *Hadith*. Yet, what is distinctive of the political philosophy of the MB is not the belief in one and only one interpretation of the Koran, but the idea of islamisation of state and society. It involves:

a) One unique set of customs is valid in society, only one;
b) The state must be an Islamic republic, oriented towards the enforcement of the *Sharia*;
c) Religious leadership of government in the form of charismatic personalities;
d) The use of violent means – *jihad* – to protect the Islamic republic and to further Islamic objectives abroad.

The endorsement of physical violence has led to the renewed forms of terrorism in the Islamic civilisation, practised by rebels, called jihadists. As a result, some of the Moslim countries are drowned in rebel attacks on the state as well as on civilians.

9. CONFLICT BEHAVIOUR IN MOSLEM CIVILISATION

The question that will be discussed below is why there is so much political violence WITHIN the Muslim civilisation among the Moslems themselves. Thus, I will not take up the conflict between Islam and Judaism or Islam and Hinduism-Buddhism. The conflicts among Muslims are essentially of two types religiously, bypassing ethnic tensions:

(1) Sunnis versus Shias
(2) Jihadists versus moderate Sunnis and Shias.
The first conflict dates back to the origins of Islam, viz the complete lack of any political philosophy in *The Koran*. There is not a single word about the political future of the Islamic community – the *Umma*, when the prophet dies.

As a matter of fact, *The Koran* launches no political philosophy at all, which could have outlined the rules of political rulership in the Muslim civilisation. *The Koran* is one hundred per cent religion, with little philosophy and no politics in the sense of institutionalism. *The Koran* is a continuation of Jewish religion with the claim of being its ultimate culmination of the tradition from The Bible with its monotheism and long series of prophets: Abraham, Moses, Jesus etc. Its shares the Jewish opinion that Jesus could not have been the son of God and it never mentions the real creator of Christianity, namely Paul. *The Koran* is the reinstatement of the Old Testament with large plus the claim that Muhammed is the last of the prophets stating the final revelation of God to the humans. Without the Old Testament, no *The Koran*, as the inspiration is completely comprehensive. But it says nothing about the world to come when the Prophet is no longer alive.

*The Koran* only outlines a set of rules of the private behaviour of his community, especially regarding marriage, heritage and sex, with somewhat special rules for the Prophet. When these rules were worked out in the Islamic jurisprudence (*Figh*) by adding rules from the sayings and doings of the Prophet (*Hadith*), In no schools of Islamic jurisprudence does one find public institutionalism, as they all whether Sunni or Shia concentrate upon private behaviour. *The Koran* is constitution free.

Muhammed ruled on the basis of charismatic authority, breaking tribal leadership prevalent on the Arabian peninsula. This unique combination of political and religious power goes under the name of the *caliphat*. It has two profound problems:

i) How is the caliph to be chosen?

ii) What are the basic rules of the exercise of his power?

There exists still no solution to these two basic problems of any rulership, one thousand and almost four hundred year after the Prophet. The outcome is political instability all over the Muslim civilisation.

When the leader of the so-called Islamic State in Syria and Iraq proclaims himself caliph, then this is just one method employed – auto-proclamation. But it is all an historical atavism, as the last real caliph died when Bagdad was destroyed by the Mongols 1257. Since that the caliph was merely an honorary title, finally abolished by Ataturk 1924.

The institutional deficit in *The Koran* opened up for decades and centuries of power struggles between different power pretenders, Arabs, Persians, Berbers, Mongols, Turks, Kurds, Indians, etc. In a few Moslem countries, systems of traditional authority was established with some stability, i.e. kingdoms, sultanates and emirates. But there never occurred a full institutionalisation of the rules inherent in rule of law for any longer time period. Thus, Muslim rulership has often been based upon naked power, which is conducive to the massive occurrence of political violence. The institutional deficit of *The Koran* had an immediate result after the death of the Prophet, given the two omissions mentioned above (i-ii). As Ali, the nephew of the Prophet claimed the be named caliph, the civil war between Sunnis and Shia began, which has not ended to this day.
10. THE SUNNI-SHIA CLASH HAS NO ZERMELO POINT

The Sunni-Shia conflict operates at both micro and micro level. Locally, the occurs communal violence against innocents on a regular basis, including car bombs and suicide bombers. At the state level, the clash between Iran and its Arab neighbours has a long legacy, which borders out into the politics of other countries like Syria, Iraq and Bahrain.

Now, does it matter today whether there is a caliph or an imam at the top of the country hierarchy, as a both secular and spiritual leader? The last real imam disappeared in the 900th century and he will of course never come back. No one can overcome death. The last caliph left for Switzerland on a one way ticket in 1924. These titles, caliph or iman, are not usable in the 21rst century, as also Moslem countries have to employ a secular structure of power, with the standard institutions of trias politica. Even the only theocracy in the world, Iran, has a formal secular structure of institutions and offices besides “The Spiritual Leader” and the Ullemah.

Since the opposition between caliph and imam is of historical relevance only, the best format for running a Muslim state being the legal-rational authority type, or constitutional rulership, the Sunni-Shia split is a mere theologian one, like the split between various Christian groups or sects. Co-existence on the basis of comprehensive tolerance is clearly possible and would strengthen the Islamic civilisation enormously.

The Sunni-Shia clash is a zero-sum conflict with no predictable outcome. This makes it meaningless, as there could only loosers. The simple solution to a zero-sum game is the so-called security strategy: maximise the safe gains, hold down or minimise the possible losses. When a conflict is played out once and the strategies and outcomes are fully known, zero-sum games are easy to solve, in pure or mixed strategy choice. However, when a conflict has no end in sight, what is the solution?

One could divide up a conflict in a series of nodes of single play and search for the so-called sub game perfect N-equilibrium, like in variable sum games. However, if the conflict is ongoing without an end in sight, then backwards solution cannot be applied. One must look for the Zermelo point in the series of nodes, i.e. the point in time of play after which the game is strictly determined.

A zero-sum conflict that goes over several nodes of play is the chess game. The Zermelo point occurs when the outcome is unavoidable, given correct play. Either white is bound to win and black bound to lose or a draw is inevitable. The most interesting thing about the move by move development of the game is the occurrence of the decisive move, from the outcome is determined.

In military battles, the Zermelo point is often a fundamental blunder or a genial choice of strategy. Examples: Napoleon's invasion by his grand armé, the Wehrmacht defeat at Stalingrad, the victory at Aleppo by J. Ceasar, etc.

The conflict between Sunnis and Shias has no Zermelo point. The outcome has no victor or lose but only human misery. It can go on for one hundred more years, but with no decisive outcome except human suffering. Why cannot Islam accept such a minimum of tolerance that Sunnis and Shias can live side by side, with their separate shrines?

11. JIHADISTS AS MARTYRS IS A MERE MYTH

When it comes to look at the future of the new jihadism, what is most important is to understand what drives this spreading scourge in the Muslim civilisation. There is no hope of accommodation, as organised terrorism cannot survive side by side with a legal-rational regime. One maw draw upon two models of terrorism, one micro based and another macro oriented.
The micro model attempts to capture the individual motivation of the single jihadists. To engage in jihad activities involving killing fellow Muslims, it must hold that

(1) $Bi > Ci$, for individual $i$

This may be true in the short run when an operation is successful, but unlikely true in the long run, as jihadists have high death rates. Sometimes Salafist terrorists fight each other.

The opportunity costs of being a jihadist can only increase of time, as the values of a normal life is forsaken. Looting is an aspect of terrorist activities, especially in areas where the availability of employment opportunities is almost non existent. When terrorist can draw upon drug trading, human trafficking and slave trade, the above motivation equation certainly holds. Salafist terrorism is covertly supported by a few Muslim countries, as long as the activities of the jihadists take place abroad.

When jihadism fails, meaning that $Ci > Bi$, then the philosophy of martyrdom is invoked. The idea of becoming a martyr though participation in some form of a holy war belongs to these notions like paradise, hell, eternal life, sainthood, etc that may be understood intellectually but do not designate anything in particular in reality. Martyrdom is an illusion, for which it is not worth to die, because after death there is nothing.

Jihadist fighting may be accompanied by huge sacrifices in deaths and casualties in order to evict an intruder, protect the sacred lands of Islam against foreigners or defy an oppressor, to the benefits of the Islamic community as a whole.

Jihadism has expanded a lot since the Second Iraq war, from Afghanistan and Pakistan to Saharan Africa. There is even a self-proclaimed over an Islamic state in Syria-Iraq. Jihadism can only be contained by counter-measures according to the second model of terrorism, modelling the diffusion process:

(2) $dT/dt = f(P)$, terrorist acts depend upon number of perpetrators:

(3) $dP/dt = f(dR/dt)$, the number of perpetrators depend negatively upon the number of restrainers increasing over time;

The restrainers could be the national army or an international force like France today in Mali. Restraining jihadist terrorism has proven extremely difficult in weak states. In stable or authoritarian states, jihadism is almost non-existent due to effective but violent suppression like in Algeria, Egypt and the Arab peninsula.

12. THE CRUCIAL QUESTION: MAY MOSLEMS KILL MOSLEMS?

What could be a better place to look for an answer than the Holy Book or the Book of God, viz The Koran. It states 4 rules that are pertinent to the question:

a) No Muslim may kill another Muslim;
b) Muslims who are right guided will enter Paradise on judgement day;
c) Muslim who turn infidels will suffer the same fate as all infidels, namely to bur in Hell;
d) Muslims who have been misguided can repent their sins and perhaps receive God's mercy;
A right guided Muslim accepts fully the consequences of the five duties.

One finds several places in the Koran where these principle are expressed. How they are to be interpreted depends upon who is to be considered a Muslim, what it entails to be seen as an infidel and what a rightly guided behaviour stands in details.

Islam harbour diversity of opinions in relation to the coherence among the 5 rules above, resulting in major schisms and the formation of several sects. Thus, the Sunnis divide themselves in four schools of jurisprudence as well as in modernists and Salafists, after Ibn Taymiyyah (dead 1328). The Shia constitute a most diverse lot, from Iranian and Iraqi fundamentalists with their own school of jurisprudence to modernists in e.g. Turkey, Syria and India. In addition, there is the group of Sufis among the Sunnis.

Now, in relation to the crucial question above, one must ask whether the Sunni-Shia civil war or the jihadists attacks on Muslims can be motivated by these 5 rules of Islam? Salafists claim that Shiis is a blasphemy, because it violates ONENESS (tawdid), regarding Ali and his descending family as somehow a saint besides Allah. Jihadists under the influence of MB sharpen this rejection of Shisim as magic, but jihadism also looks upon moderate Sunnis and Shias as targets of political violence, aimed at islamisation.

The expansion of the concept of infidel to cover not only adherents of other religions but also Muslims with a different faith than Salafism was re-innovated in the 20th century by Mawdudi, Qutub and Faraj – the ideological fathers of Islamisation and Salafist terrorism.

When a Moslem country adheres to the Islamic interpretation of these ideologues of MB, then peace and political stability is not feasible. They stand for an Islam that is as uncompromising with modernity and reason as Khomeiny’s Iran. In Islam today, the French saying holds: Les extremes se touchent. And they extended to the scope jihad fighting to include all kinds of infidels, Moslem or others, with deadly repercussions. Jihad as the hidden duty (Faraj) is allowed against anybody who opposes the islamisation of society (Mauudui) or the state (Qutb). The political philosophy of Salafist fundamentalism is not derived from The Koran, but constitutes a 20th century dismal innovation in general Islamic philosophy.

In traditional Islamic philosophy with its great representatives during the medieval ages, the focus is upon the relationship between religious faith and reasonable belief. It covers a large range of issues about the origins of universe and life and the nature of human volition and destiny. Political Islam is a recent ideology with no basis in The Koran.

13. CONCLUSIONS

The amount of political violence has reached a level and intensity in the Muslim civilisation that hurts ordinary people in a manner that has no similarity what so ever in other global civilisations. It gives rise to the question about the religious cleavages in Islam and their implications for political violence and state stability.

It seems as if the Muslim civilisation may implode from inside, leaving numerous countries in civil war, anarchy, anomie, rebellion, attacks against innocents, women and children, looting and destruction of valuable material assets. Three responses have been suggested to the Muslim civilisation decline:
i) *Jahiliyyah*: the concept for "ignorance of divine guidance" or "the state of ignorance of the guidance from God" or "Days of Ignorance." It would spell the demise of the Muslim civilisation and the end to all the hope among Moslems for a better life in human dignity.

ii) Western modernisation: democracy. It has been tried in several Muslim countries, but only Tunisia seems to be successful. When coupled with the main religious cleavages in may even augment political violence and be cul de sac. Jihadism introduce a so-called war of attrition into country, a most lethal phenomenon.

iii) Institutionalisation of legal-rational authority with government foundd upon rule of law.

The growing chaos in the Muslim civilisation can only be counteracted by the third alternative above, namely institutionalisation.

The institutional deficit in Muslim countries goes back to the so-called *Golden Age*, as neither the Prophet nor the jurisprudence created anything like constitutionalism. Islamic law deals with private law matters, theft, property, inheritance, marriage, religious matters like the wagf, etc. The worldly matters are left to chance with the restriction that the caliph, sultan, emir, king etc, must never be an infidel.

Modern constitutions were basically imported from the West during the 19th and 20 centuries. But they most often were replaced by naked power or authoritarian constitutional documents. Even more important is the Islamic law lacks the fundamental notions of individual rights under the rule of law framework that became such a vital part of both English law (Common Law) and French-German-Swiss Law (Civil Law).

Under a feasible rule of law regime with the recognition of The Koran, there is no need for so incredibly much political violence in the Muslim civilisation, leaving Muslims with peace, the hope of prosperity and religious co-existence of Sunnis, Shias and Salafists.
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